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.1985 IDUTH ATLANTICOCEANRACE
JOHN FENSHAM
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RNST VAN DER LAAN is a
canny,
thinking sailor whose
years "out in the cold" as the
designer of the problematic Mainstay (now
Momentum Life) and Brian Cole's unlucky
Lucky Tree earned him more detractors
than admirers, and also obscured a racing
career which has included some notable
wins.
His double vindication, both as handicap
winner of the 1985 South Atlantic Race and
as designer of the yacht which gave scratch
boat Apple Macintosh "a few good frights",
could not have been more dramatic! Not
only did he out-sail, out-think and out·
manoeuvre competition which had all the
betting at the start line, but his Momentum
Life design provided the most exciting boat·
for-boat duel of the race.
Dogging the heels of the maxis throughout the course - including those of his own
relentless challenger for Apple Macintosh's
line honours award - Van der Laan sailed a
flawless and cunningly strategic race which
took optimum advantage of every shifting
wind and weather pattern.
By his own admission, it was consistency
which won him the race. He persistently
searched for those reaching and fetching
winds in which Spirit of CIW II sails best,
predicting with remarkable accuracy where
they would be found, taking carefully cal·
culated gambles with the shifting highs and
lows, and dicing with those risky odds which
as it turned out, were finely enough
balanced to place him in danger only once.
"We knew we had to achieve a passage
target of 620 hours for the whole race," he
said from Punta del Este, "and by the island
at least, were just a few hours out on that
target. The weather charts just before the
race showed isobars straight up the coast,
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and this is the route most of the fleet
followed. We took a westerly course,
however, alo;1g with Sancho Pansa,
reaching under genoa for almost six hours
and then picked up a lift about 30 degrees
closer to the rhumb line.
"This broug!1t us on to the rim of the high,
and by wocking out the rate of progress of
the high, and the rate at which it was
'flattening', we could maintain our westing at
a good rate while the rest of the fleet was still
coast-bound. What this means is that, along
with our decision to make northing only
when conditions really favoured that
course, by the time we turned we were able
to get as far north as Elangeni in about half
the time. She was sailing in very light
conditions while we had strong, good
winds," he said.
Penalty poles and Spirit of CIW's talent
for fetching and reaching allowed Ernst to
sail close to the high, along a course which
closely paralleled that of Spar and Weetbix
in previous races, one which substantially
reduced distance - the "don't cut the
corner" pundits notwithstanding!
"Just once, for a few hours, I thought we
had cut it too fine, and were trapped. The
wind dropped completely, and those were a
few very anxious moments, I can tell you.
But then we got a lift and took off again, but
maintaining the close southerly course.
"We had decided to stay south of 20
degrees, and just two days before the island
we went north to find the north-wester I
knew was there, and this again proved a
wise decision because, while Elangeni was
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beating/fetching into the island, we were
able to roar down on a reach."
(Remember that one of the ploys which
won the 1982 race for Gawie Fagan's
Suidoos was that he headed south just short
of the island, picked up a strong southeaster, and was able to surge in on the island
from the south-east - almost a mirror
image of Van der Laan's strategy!)
"The maxis rode the depression down
from the island," Van der Laan said, "while
we just scraped around before the weather
gate closed behind us, leaving the other boat
wallowing close to T rindade. This put us on
the tail end of the same weather system the
maxis were in, but while they ran into calms
just off Punta, we ran into a south-westerly
cold front and one of the worst storms I have
encountered.
"We were west of the rhumb line at that
time, and headed back to avoid the calms
ahead, but this left us beating to the southwest for three horrible days. It was at this
stage that we were completely swamped,
and our radio went out of action."
An extremely uncomfortable ride, but
also one which developed into Spirit of
CIW's best 24-hour run of the race. Four
days out from Punta they went on a westerly
slant towards Rio Grande and logged 200
miles, a windfall which made up the time iost
during the storm and brought them back
within reach of that 620-hour target.
"In many ways, the weather patterns
during this race favoured Spirit of CIW," he
said. "It is sometimes difficult to keep the
spinnaker flying, and she certainly does not
like to surf. Where Elangeni was claiming 17
knots at times, we were only able to achieve
14, and then it felt like falling off a building!
Which is just as well, because we saw no
long swells and few good surfing slopes.
"But on a fetch, Spirit of CIW is
incredible, and this allowed us to make a
number of tactical choices, to hoist the
genoa and close reach to where we could
pick up a favourable slant and optimum sea
conditions."
Ernst stressed that consistency of run
and strategy again and again made itself felt

- he was placed first on handicap just eight
days after the race started, and held that
position right until the end, despite doubts
when he failed to radio his position. Spirit of
C/W's average run was always between 160
and 170 miles, with just one bad day of 140
miles.
His one regret is that there was so little
time for preparation before the race. Spirit
of CIW was entered just six weeks before
the start, underwent major structural
changes to deepen the forefoot, and had
only Rothmans Week as a shakedown. His
crew had little time to get to know the boat
or each other, and the first week was spent
more on familiarisation than racing.
As a private project, UCT marine
biologist, Lynnath Beckley, had done all the
groundwork for navigating the Cape to
Uruguay course, and joined the crew as one
of the best prepared. Her meticulous
preparation was a telling shell in the C/W
armoury!
On the performance of Momentum Life,
Van der Laan believes Gerhard Aab and his
Witswatersrand University crew gained the
maximum possible out of the yacht. Apple
Macintosh skipper, Padda Kuttel, himself
admitted that given stronger conditions,
Aab's challenge could have been unbeatable
- a possible confirmation of Lavranos'
belief that the yacht is under-canvassed.
"They have no reason to be ashamed,"
Van der Laan said. "Aab and his crew sailed
a very clever race. They covered Apple
every inch of the way and at times took
substantial time out of her. The conditions
just short of Punta, however, made all the
difference. All your shortfalls come home to
roost just short of the finish line!"
Apple Macintosh skipper Padda Kuttel
was very pleased with the performance of
his Rl,5-million maxi, his only real problem
being that he had to keep looking over his
. shoulder to see where Momentum Life was!
"We saw each other almost every day,
and that injected some excitement into a
race that was so light it almost became
boring. We could really have used some
more wind, although I know Momentum is

faster than us in heavier blows. Overall,
however, I'm very happy with the yacht.
"We had a few teething problems. The
fact that our best day's run was only 276
miles indicates clearly how light the
conditions were. We stayed on 20 degrees,
but I think we did not keep far enough south.
We'd have found better winds there!"
Apple's performance as a design for the
Whitbread Round the World Race, is
creditable, and strong proof that she will be
hard to beat even in conditions not favoured
by her design. The return trip along a great
circle course back to Cape Town, will test
her in conditions vastly different as she
probes the Southern Ocean, conditions she
will experience for almost half the round the
world race.
Kuttel, who made it clear before the start
that the South Atlantic Race was a shakedown for both yacht and crew, said from
Punta that he would be making a few crew
changes for the WRTWR, but that overall
he was very happy with their performance.
A surprise of the race was the failure of
3CR12 (formerly Rampant), and previous
holder of the South Atlantic Race record) to
present any challenge to Apple and
Momentum Life. Skipper Alan Tucker's
admitted tactical error of making too much
westing too early, and then heading too far
north, put him out of the running almost
from the start, and in fact he only narrowly
beat John
Martin
in Paper
Pack
Voortrekker, a yacht 3CR12 should have
beaten comfortably.
At the time of writing, Terry Clarence, in
Elangeni, was expected to finish behind
Spirit of CIW II, with Genkem Voortrekker,
Cullinan and Bertie Reed's Interflora
Retrans close behind. Rob van der Weele, in
Wings, had reported a "serious rigging
failure" (unspecified) and had radioed for
spares to be flown to Punta.
The light conditions plagued the slower
yachts, particularly Madame Pazzazz,
which reported a serious water loss when
one tank fractured.
Skipper,
Brian
Tocknell, chose to continue the race,
however, after initially announcing that he
would retire to Rio.
Tailenders Tai Gal, Goblet, HSC Honey,
Medlease announced early retirement to
Rio, and Delanie, Paloma, Skorpion II and
Spirit of Fauna were also expected to
withdraw.
The greatest excitement in the first three
weeks of the race was undoubtedly the
close, oh so close, racing of Apple
Macintosh and Momentum Life, followed
by the rail-biting speculation, after Spirit of
CIW II fell silent, about the handicap win.
Barely three hours before Apple Macintosh
would have swept the boards with both line
honours and handicap win, Van der Laan
surged across the finish line under a tight
spinnaker, snatching the ultimate victory by
the skin of his teeth.

CIW and unceremoniously
boarded
dumped her entire crew into the drink. And

then they all went for the traditional victor's
beer. There could be no more fitting end!

-

S.A. CHALLENGER
(Apple Macintosh)
SELECTS SEABRAK
DESALINATION EQUIPMENT
FOR ITS TOTAL FRESH
WATER REQUIREMENTS.
Compact, liKhtweiKht
desiKn sa\·es S.A. Chafi£,nKer
2 tonnes in
sailinK u·eiKht.

This, Apple's crew could perhaps have
accepted. That Van der Laan, very well
aware of the effect his arrival would have,
chose to cross the line with the symbolic
broom tied to his mast was too much.
Apple's irate crew, like rampant pirates,
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